My teacher should definitely be awarded teacher of the year!

Have you ever wanted a teacher that cares about what you think? Have you ever wanted a teacher that makes work so much fun, and you want to come to school each day? My teacher, Miss K. is that teacher! She should DEFINITELY be awarded teacher of the year!

I am sure of this because, she’s so kind, caring, supportive and tries to help you when you need it. If you ever need help, she’ll be there to help you, and understands what you’re having trouble with, and cares about you. If my friends and I ever have a trouble, she helps us solve the problem and understands all of our feelings. Who better to be awarded teacher of the year?

Everyone would agree that Miss K. makes learning super fun, and interactive. For example, if we have a lesson like maths, instead of a boring worksheet... we get interesting activities like card games, how much money is in my pocket and more! 6EK collaborates together a lot, especially with technology. We can all work together in one document, at the same time! Learning is always very interesting and no one could disagree that Miss K doesn’t make learning
enjoyable, and fun. Who would want to come to school and do boring old maths sheets?

Another reason I believe my teacher should be awarded teacher of the year is because in our classroom we use so much technology, which makes learning exciting and fun. In our classroom we all have our own chromebook, and google account. Miss K. is always teaching us cool tricks on computers, that are a lot of fun to learn about. We get to communicate with many other countries around Australia with Skype, Twitter, blogging and heaps more! Miss K is also a Google Educator! 6Ek also has it's own class blog where we get to share our amazing work with the world. Miss K. includes technology in a fun and interactive way in our classroom. Why shouldn’t she be awarded teacher of the year?

This clearly shows that Miss K should definitely be awarded teacher of the year. She’s kind, makes learning super fun, includes technology in our learning in an entertaining, and interactive way and heaps more! Everyone should agree that Miss K. is the best teacher ever!